The stair climber for your wheelchair

Powerful, safe, and comfortable - upstairs and downstairs
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Its compact measurements and low weight makes the s-max an
ideal partner in one’s everyday life.

Mobility is quality of life —
overcome daily obstacles comfortably in
your own wheelchair

Since the s-max operates
on only one climber, it is
exceptionally compact and
thus ideal for narrow – even
winding stairs.

Since the s-max operates on only one climber ,
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ideal for narrow – even winding stairs.
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ADVANTAGES THAT CONVINCE
- Pleasant and comfortable climbing process
- Steps at much lower vibrations
- Individually adjustable to various steps’ heights
- Available for the single step mode as well as the regular climbing mode

Innovative technology and unique ideasInnovative technology and unique ideas —
for more safety and comfort
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Standard equipment with engine
immobiliser to prevent unauthorised use.
S-Max 130 with “additional add-on brackets
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The S-Max is quickly and easily mounted
and due to its compact and measurements
it is also suitable for particularly narrow
wheelchairs-minimum seat width is 24cm.

The power at your finger tips.
Up/Down, Speed Variable, Power Button, Key for Immobalizer.

Be ready for all kinds of situations With the right accessories
The versatile S-Max comes handy giving users an option:
1) S-Max Sella option (Foldable Seat & Detachable Armrest)
2) S-Max Universal Rack SDM7
The Universal Rack SDM7
makes the S-max compatible with
the most diverse wheelchairs,
making it suitable for public places,
driving services and much more.
It being particularly narrow, very
suitable for very narrow stairways

S-Max Sella

Universal Rack SDM7

(Foldable seat & Detatchable arm rest)

(Can fit standard 12,16,20,24”)

1 DEVICE - 2 FUNCTIONS

UNIVERSAL WHEELCHAIR
ADD-ON KIT

Complete equipment and extras that make sensefulfilling
wishesand extras
Completeyour
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that make sense — fulfilling your wishes

The Delivery Package includes:
-

Power Unit
Grips with control unit
delivery package of the s-max
BatteryThePack
includes the power unit, the grips
Charger
with control unit, the battery pack

*
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The inclination indicator helps you
to find the optimum
inclination
- The inclination
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helps angle
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for
operation.
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too high or too low you feel a
vibration in the grip.

Accessories* for your s-max

Anti-tilt support

Tipping bar

Transportation
adapter

+1,5 cm
Brackets for the
wheelchair

Inclination
indicator

Increase of climbing height

Voltage converter

Hip belt**

Seat belt system
including hip belt**

* Further accessories on demand
** Accessory in combination with the s-max sella
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Seals of quality and memberships

The company AAT Alber Antriebstechnik GmbH is a member on the BVS
Bundesverband des Sanitätsfachhandels e.V.

All products of the company AAT Alber Antriebstechnik GmbH has been tested
successfully by the Berlin Cert at the Technical University Berlin.

The company AAT Alber Antriebstechnik GmbH herewith declares that all products are developed
and produced according to the general regulations of the European guidelines 2007/47/EG.

Ideen bewegen mehr
AAT Alber Antriebstechnik GmbH is the manufacturer
of mobile, flexible and manageable stair climbing systems and supplementary power systems in the field of
rehabilitation and transportation technology.
All products by AAT are conceived as user-oriented
highly effective solutions, which persuade in terms of
innovative technology and top quality. The brand AAT
stands for customer satisfaction, high quality, innovation and trust.
With the slogan “Ideen bewegen mehr” (Ideas move
you) AAT makes a promise to you and high demands
on itself.

Years of experience in the field of rehabilitation and
transportation technology are responsible for the reliability of the products. Highly motivated and committed employees make an essential and profound contribution to the quality of the products.
For AAT the location in Germany is one of the essential aspects of its philosophy. To be able to react
quickly and flexibly to customer demands, AAT values
the origin of the suppliers’ parts. Therefore the great
majority of suppliers are located in Germany, most
often in close vicinity.

The credo to help people lies at the center of each new
development. This opens new areas for the realization of original and creative ideas, implemented by the
newest insights in science and research.
AAT products are subject to a continuous process of
improvement to live up to the fast changes of today.
They stand out due to security, versatility and comfort.

